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Love Letters of Great Men

2008-11-25

remember the wonderfully romantic book of love letters that carrie reads aloud to big in the recent blockbuster film sex and the city fans raced to buy copies of their own only to
find out that the beautiful book didn t actually exist however since all of the letters referenced in the film did exist we decided to publish this gorgeous keepsake ourselves love
letters of great men follows hot on the heels of the film and collects together some of history s most romantic letters from the private papers of beethoven mark twain mozart and
lord byron for some of these great men love is a delicious poison william congreve for others a nice soft wife on a sofa with good fire books music charles darwin love can scorch
like the heat of the sun henry viii or penetrate the depths of one s heart like a cooling rain flaubert every shade of love is here from the exquisite eloquence of oscar wilde and
the simple devotion of robert browning to the wonderfully modern misery of the roman pliny the younger losing himself in work to forget how much he misses his beloved
wife calpurnia taken together these letters show that perhaps men haven t changed all that much over the last 2 000 years passion jealousy hope and longing still rule their hearts
and minds in an age of e mail and texted i luv u s this timeless and unique collection reminds us that nothing can compare to the simple joy of sitting down to read a letter from
the one you love

Love Letters from Famous People

2015-06-05

love letters of great men and women from the eighteenth century to the present day is a collection of love letters written between 1688 and 1910 letters within this book were
featured in the 2008 feature film sex and the city this charming volume includes a short treatise on love letter writing by the editor as well as love letters by notable historical
figures including beethoven napoleon bonaparte robert burns gustave flaubert lord bayron victor hugo franz kafka vincent van gogh and many others

The Complete Art of Writing Love Letters; Or, the Lover's Best Instructor, Etc

1800

this elegantly designed book is lavishly filled with passionate sexy surprising funny and historically significant love letters selected by one of america s most prestigious autograph
dealers 20 photos



The 50 Greatest Love Letters of All Time

2002

this is the first volume of the series love letters and is subtitled him to her in this book series derek fletcher explores a phenomenon of interest to everyone love this is not an
attempt to define love explain it or otherwise sanitize it derek believes that valiant attempts to do this have already been made he also believes that though some of these efforts
by poets philosophers and writers have proven to be interesting and even profound that ultimately seeking to define love is a futile endeavor so in a creative and engaging way
derek has chosen to offer the reader what we all truly desire the experience of love through the medium of love letters the reader is given a direct entry into the hearts minds
and souls of people who are grappling with the intricate challenges and pleasures that only love can bring this first volume contains 14 different love letters each has its own
purpose meaning and context which the reader will personally experience as the reader you re given an unfiltered view into one of the most intimate exchanges that two people
can share love letters whether writing or receiving them is love happening the entire process is the meaning joy sadness confusion anger innocence and betrayal are all on
display in these love letters from the very first letter you ll be hooked read it now

Love Letters

2018-01-30

delve into a legendary literary love affair i am reduced to a thing that wants virginia i composed a beautiful letter to you in the sleepless nightmare hours of the night and it has
all gone i just miss you at a dinner party in 1922 virginia woolf met the renowned author aristocrat and sapphist vita sackville west virginia wrote in her diary that she didn t
think much of vita s conversation but she did think very highly of her legs it was to be the start of almost twenty years of flirtation friendship and literary collaboration their
correspondence ended only with virginia s death in 1941 intimate and playful these selected letters and diary entries allow us to hear these women s constantly changing feelings
for each other in their own words eavesdrop on the affair that inspired virginia to write her most fantastical novel orlando and discover a relationship that even a hundred years
later feels radical and relatable with a new introduction from alison bechdel author of fun home and creator of the bechdel test

Love Letters: Vita and Virginia

2021-02-04



there was a time when people communicated through letters and when it came to expressing their love the correspondence brimmed with heartwarming endearing love letters
sometimes these letters were beginnings of tempestuous controversial clandestine love affairs and soon cultivated into relationships that lasted a lifetime and at other times they
were mere feverish rants the intensity diminishing as soon as it had escalated no matter who they were scholars kings queens writers painters they all fell passionately and
irrevocably in love their letters capturing their happiness longing insecurity and even suspicion and distrust we bring together a treasure trove of hundred beautiful letters from
around the world in our edition beginning with pliny the younger the magistrate of ancient rome pining for his wife as he lay awake at night and ending with virginia woolf s
confession that her lady love s mere presence was intoxicating and even physically stimulating the letters are accompanied by their profound love stories telling a tale of how
their love began what turmoil it faced and in some cases why it ended

100 World's Greatest Love Letters

2019-02

my dearest love love letters from him to her is the first edition of the my dearest love series of books this edition is a collection of love letters that i collected from men across
america the letters are written to mothers wives daughters and girlfriends this book is a letter that i write to you on each chapter page telling you where i collected the letters for
that particular chapter this book will show you the many faces of love like a farmer from iowa who s been in a more than 60 year love affair with his wife or a young la gang
member who is experiencing real love for the first time and struggles with that ancient art of writing a love letter one man wrote a beautiful letter and ended it with i love you
your soon to be ex husband a man wrote a letter that was a marriage proposal and i got the response this book will grab you from the very first letter i wrote a symbolic letter to
my mother who passed away when i was 12 years old to introduce my wife and my first born who is her namesake all of the men were proud to donate their letters for this
book one man wrote two of the same letters one for the book the other to put on his wife s grave she was killed by a drunk driver just before he wrote it this book is real raw
emotions some of the letters will bring joy to your heart other will bring a tear to your eye caution ordering this book may inspire the person in your life to write you love
letters future editions planned for the my dearest love series will be love letters from her to him from lgbtq him to him from lgbtq her to her and my dearest love grandparents
edition if you would like to submit a love letter and become a part of this love community you will find the information on the last page of the first edition my dearest love love
letters from him to her book

My Dearest Love

2021-06



fascinating insight into the tempestuous life of one of our great poets through his letters including those to the two great loves of his life featuring a bold new livery in celebration
of the dylan thomas centenary dylan thomas letters to the many women in his life are among the mst emotive lyrical and beautiful that he wrote full of humour longing and
uninhibited honesty these letters include those written to his wife caitlin and his childhood sweetheart vera philips

The Love Letters of Dylan Thomas

2014-05-22

a voyeuristic look at modern romance brings together an assortment of actual love letters written by a diverse cross section of people that appear exactly as they were originally
written offering candid insights into how people think about love

Other People's Love Letters

2007

from the private papers of anne boleyn and emily dickinson to those of empress josephine and queen victoria love letters of great women is an anthology of some of the most
romantic letters in history as a companion to love letters of great men this collection gives the other side of the story the secret hopes and lives of some of the greatest women in
history from writers and artists to politicians and queens includes letters by anne boleyn edith wharton mary wordsworth nell gwyn mistress of charles ii queen victoria the
empress josephine mary wollstonecraft katherine mansfield george sand praise for love letters of great men the most romantic book ever daily mail inspired by the sex and the
city movie famous men caught with pen in hand and heart in mouth the times

Love Letters of Great Women

2011-02-28
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LOVE LETTER

2014-11-18

it begins as an assignment for english class write a letter to a dead person laurel chooses kurt cobain because her sister may loved him and he died young just like may did soon
laurel has a notebook full of letters to people like janis joplin amy winehouse amelia earhart heath ledger and more though she never gives a single one of them to her teacher she
writes about starting high school navigating new friendships falling in love for the first time learning to live with her splintering family and finally about the abuse she suffered
while may was supposed to be looking out for her only then once laurel has written down the truth about what happened to herself can she truly begin to accept what happened
to may and only when laurel has begun to see her sister as the person she was lovely and amazing and deeply flawed can she begin to discover her own path in this stunning
debut from ava dellaira love letters to the dead

Love Letters to the Dead

2014-04-01

in today s world of tinder and texting do we write and save love letters anymore are we more likely to save a screen shot of a text exchange or a box of paper letters from a lover
how might these different ways to store a love letter make us feel sociologist michelle janning s love letters saving romance in the digital age offers a new twist on the study of
love letters what people do with them and whether digital or paper format matters through stories a rich review of past research and her own survey findings janning uncovers
whether and how people from different groups including gender and age approach their love letter curatorial practices in an era when digitization of communication is nearly
ubiquitous she investigates the importance of space and time showing how our connection to the material world and our attraction to nostalgia matter in actions as seemingly small
and private as saving storing stumbling upon or even burning a love letter janning provides a framework for understanding why someone may prefer digital or paper love
letters and what that preference says about a person s access and attachment to powerful cultural values such as individualization taking time in a hectic world longevity privacy
and keeping cherished things in a safe place ultimately janning contends the cultural values that tell us how romantic love should be defined are more powerful than the format
our love letters take her work fits within larger academic questions about the sociology of emotions how culture works the importance of objects in social relations and the
significance of privilege in everyday life



Love Letters

2018-06-20

long before there were e mail emoticons for love hearts and flirtatious text messages and photos sent via cell phone satellite one had to actually try to articulate feelings of love and
desire in real words and sentences the love letter these days often seems like a lost art form when even those of us who might wish to enclose sentiments in an envelope can turn
to the assistance of hallmark cards but love letters are not just the made up stuff of novels once upon a time handwritten letters facilitated some of the most intimate exchanges
between lovers this beautiful book from the british library celebrates two thousand years of love letter history from ancient egypt to the present day included here are facsimile
reproductions of twenty five letters which are fully transcribed along with engaging commentaries about the correspondents and their circumstances and portraits of the writers
and recipients love letters includes correspondence by figures such as henry viii charles dickens charlotte brontë admiral nelson oscar wilde and mervyn peake the words of love
letters allow us insights into the private relationships of people across centuries cultures and continents and the original manuscripts of such letters grant the reader a direct
connection with the author of such personal words a perfect gift for any beloved this charming book may inspire many to pick up a pen and record some passionate missives of
their own

Love Letters

2011
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2010-12

let me tell you a story my name is julien azoulay i am a writer of romance novels but last year i stopped believing in love right now i feel like the unhappiest person on earth i
am standing in the most famous cemetery in paris and believe it or not something wonderful is going to happen but i m getting ahead of myself we should start first of all with
my letters to my beloved helen i presume you know my wife helen before she died she made me promise to write her thirty three letters one for every year of her life so grab
your coat follow me down the narrow streets past the cosy red bistro on rue gabrielle all the way to montmartre cemetery with its beautiful stone angels together let us read the



love letters

Love Letters from Paris

2021-02-09

here are 200 irresistible love letters from over the centuries love letters both historic and fictional love letters by poets and by princes love letters enchanting tragic comic
superbly selected beautifully printed conveniently portable to have with you wherever and whenever you re in the mood for love

Love Letters

1996-01-23

charlieit was the proverbial love at first sight but how could that be when he was a happily married man and he was already living out a second chance because he d been bad in
the past so bad it was hard to remember mollymolly was taken aback by the attention of the handsome man at work she had a wonderful husband after all and had always lived
by a strict moral code but then there was the other husband the one before that damage might have been irreparable then it happened electricity they began to exchange love
letters which started them on a life long heaven sent love affair love letters from the grave an inspirational novel based on the story of an extraordinary relationship which
proved that love can overcome the most violent and painful of histories real love letters true love

Love Letters from the Grave

2016-12-21

a love story of our time of a woman and a man who are kept apart by distance age and background i have seldom been so moved by a book it has everything a novel should have
originality people who lay a claim on your affections motion humor tenderness to the point of gentle aching eli cantor has written a brilliant novel norman cousins saturday
review



Love Letters

2001-06-14

an elevated gifty anthology of love letters from history s most passionate romantics this beautiful volume features love letters from a variety of people throughout history
including heloise and abelard henry viii margaret of valois napoleon bonaparte mary wollstonecraft lord byron mary shelley john keats robert browning and mary queen of scots
contents are organized thematically in chapters such as mad love bad love and the world s greatest lover john keats of course

The World's Greatest Love Letters

2022-12-06

from my heart to yours a collection of love letters is a beautiful anthology of love letters that has touched the hearts of many readers the book is edited by lisa swerling and ralph
lazar who have compiled a collection of love letters from famous historical figures as well as everyday individuals the book is divided into chapters that cover different themes of
love such as long distance relationships first love and endearing moments each chapter includes a selection of letters that explore the theme in depth the letters are accompanied
by beautiful illustrations that add an extra dimension to the reading experience what makes from my heart to yours unique is its ability to capture the essence of love in all its
forms the letters are heartfelt sincere and deeply personal they provide a glimpse into the lives of people who have experienced the joys and struggles of love the book includes
letters from famous historical figures such as napoleon bonaparte frida kahlo and beethoven as well as lesser known individuals who have poured their hearts out on paper the
letters are written in different styles and tones from playful and lighthearted to serious and contemplative from my heart to yours is more than just a collection of love letters it is
a celebration of love in all its forms the book has touched the hearts of many readers and has been praised for its ability to evoke emotions and inspire reflection overall from my
heart to yours a collection of love letters is a beautiful and inspiring book that celebrates the power of love it is a must read for anyone who has ever experienced the joys and
struggles of love and for anyone who appreciates the beauty of the written word

From My Heart to Yours

2024-03-17
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2010-06-21

this beautiful four color book opens the eyes of women to see themselves the way god sees them many don t even know that they are daughters of the king chosen to be his
princess somewhere between childhood and adulthood they trade in their fairy tale dreams of being cherished for a tarnished identity fashioned by their own insecurities and the
mixed up messages of the media now these tenderly adoring letters written from god s persepective demonstrate that every woman is beautiful just the way she is walking in
confidence toward her god given purpose every woman can bless others even future generations it s hard to look at our lives and think of ourselves as royalty but the truth is god
is our king and wer are chosen by him as your soul soaks in these love letters from your king be affirmed of who you are why you are here and how much you are loved for we
are god s masterpiece he has created us anew ephesians 2 10 nlt

His Princess

2004-01-23

when lily michaels ryan ditches her adhd meds and lands in detention with abelard she s intrigued he seems thirty seconds behind while she feels thirty seconds ahead it doesn t
hurt that he s brilliant and beautiful when abelard posts a quote from the letters of abelard and heloise online their mutual affinity for ancient love letters connects them the two
fall for each other hard but is it enough to bridge their differences in person this hilarious heartbreaking story of human connection between two neurodivergent teens is perfect
for fans of eleanor and park and creates characters that will stay with you long after you finish reading

The Love Letters Of Abelard And Lily

2017-12-26

searching for the book of love letters from the sex in the city movie this book contains those letters as well as some of the most passionate and romantic poems and love letters ever
written explore the private longings and passions of the greatest men and women in history find yourself in the middle of torrid love affairs undying devotion and scandalous
betrayal as you uncover long lost correspondences between lovers from great kings and countesses to war heroes and philosophers spanning a period of five centuries this
collection illustrates that the human desires of sex and love were as powerful then as they are now



98 Love Letters That Will Bring You to Your Knees: Poems and Love Letters of Great Men and Women

2009-04-01

a guide to writing love letters whether the letter writer intends to express affection flirt or arrange to meet for coffee includes examples of hand written marriage proposals notes
and office e mails

How to Write a Love Letter

2000

a discussion of the implications of the emergence of love letter correspondences for social relations in nepal

Invitations to Love

2001

love letters from a lord has descriptive copy which is not yet available from the publisher

Love Letters From a Lord

2021-07-06

darling every day i want to see youyes im crazyby the way i meant to ask you if you would marry meno i havent been drinking although that sounds very tempting at the
momentits better to marry than to burnand ive become an inextinguishable wild fireyoure driving me crazy sept 30th babe thank you for the beautiful flowers april 5th when i
die men are going to run and spit on my grave im so damned good to you nobody will ever love you like i do you are spoiled ruined all mines even after im dead and gone aug
14th



Secret Sacred Love Letters

2014-12-10

love letter what phrase conjures up more intense feelings than that simple phrase most of us have received a love letter many of us have written a love letter some of those
letters were tucked away in the bottom of a drawer others were ripped to shreds or destroyed in symbolic flames whatever their fate the one characteristic all love letters share
is their raw and intense honesty when we are declaring our love to another we are speaking straight from the heart such words are precious because they capture a true moment
in time whether a love lasts or not in that moment those words are real and sincere last year when the talented women writers of indie chicks were thinking about the subject of
their next anthology barbara silkstone came up with the idea of a compilation of love letters immediately all of the women responded with enthusiasm but what kind of love
letters should be included in this anthology there are many kinds of love letters sweet and innocent frank and honest torrid and steamy or sad and full of regret what type of
letters should be included in such a book they tossed around some ideas and eventually came up with this one lost love letters these are the long overdue love letters that were
never written the recipient might be a first love a child a parent a favorite aunt or the one that got away the subject was wide open and the instruction was simple pour your
heart out and so they did here is that collection be prepared to smile and remember your own loves be prepared to glimpse into the hearts of many women be prepared to cry
and when you are finished you just might want to write your own lost love letter the best time to share love is always now letters from many best selling authors including
barbara silkstone cheryl bradshaw cheryl shireman christine nolfi christy hayes conseulo saah baehr donna fasano faith mortimer georgina young ellis gerry mccullough heather
marie adkins karin cox kat flannery katherine owen lia fairchild linda barton lisa vandiver louise voss lynn hubbard mary pat hyland melissa smith peg brantley penelope crowe
sarah woodbury shanon grey sibel hodge and tonya kappes

Lost Love Letters

2014-01-30

like music written on her heart from her first love selah the woman cannot deny what she feels as she is awakened by a love cry so refreshing it is like rivers of living waters
selah she is like the woman at the well many lovers have caressed her body yet none of her former lovers have caressed her soul selah until she found him the woman had many
lonely nights some filled with sex some filled with tears oh how sweet it is for the lovely lady to finally be touched by the perfect lover selah in the midst of her distress i heard
my lady cry out for me oh my lady my bride the apple of my eye come run to me your lover and find rest for your soul you have cried far too long my angel now it is time for
you to experience a love that can spring forth life joy and happiness allow me to awaken you from your sleepless nights i am concerned for you i need you allow my words to
bring healing to your weary mind i want to touch the places that have been off limit to many would you allow us time alone maybe we can sit at a table in the early morning



hours and share our thoughts if you come i ll be waiting the perfect lover god the lover of your soul god

Sacred Love Letters

2003-08
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2019-11

a romantic interactive gift book with facsimiles of real letters and quotations from five centuries of real life love letters these are arranged thematically tracing the natural history
of romantic love from the first revelation to full fired passion with adoration propositions hesitation and supplication along the way followed by possession celebration felicitations
and domestication the experience of opening a real love letter for the first time is recreated envelopes and packets contain facsimiles of real love letters from eloquent lovers
textured papers victorian paintings lithographs and line drawings complement the design

Love Letters

1994

a very personal anthology antonia fraser has chosen the letters for their emotional power or state of love expressed the categories include passions ecstasies fears and worries
declarations and farewells the anthology includes both the obvious byron keats abelard and heloise and the anonymous a japanese wife whose husband is in battle a soldier in the
trenches

Love Letters

1976



kahlil gibran and may ziadah knew one another solely from the letters they exchanged and from a deep admiration for each other s work yet their correspondence endured a
lifetime as did their love this collection of letters the first ever to appear in english reveals the eloquence and beauty of gibran s writing in a form and style that is both
profoundly personal and emotionally evocative illustrated throughout with gibran s ink sketches and fascinating photographs of his original letters this exquisite gift edition
presents a moving insight into the writer behind the prophet the bestselling book of the twentieth century

Love Letters

2008-02-29

whatever happened to the love letter has the written word lost its charm in our digitally obsessed speed dating age in this inspired and unique collection of new fiction over forty
celebrated writers explore the potency and power of a classic yet neglected genre the love letter four letter word brings us work published here for the first time from a dazzling
array of contemporary writers including ngozi adichie margaret atwood michel faber geoff dyer neil gaiman a l kennedy audrey niffenegger lionel shriver and leonard cohen

Four Letter Word

2011-10-31

in today s world of tinder and texting do we write and save love letters anymore are we more likely to save a screen shot of a text exchange or a box of paper letters from a lover
how might these different ways to store a love letter make us feel sociologist michelle janning s love letters saving romance in the digital age offers a new twist on the study of
love letters what people do with them and whether digital or paper format matters through stories a rich review of past research and her own survey findings janning uncovers
whether and how people from different groups including gender and age approach their love letter curatorial practices in an era when digitization of communication is nearly
ubiquitous she investigates the importance of space and time showing how our connection to the material world and our attraction to nostalgia matter in actions as seemingly small
and private as saving storing stumbling upon or even burning a love letter janning provides a framework for understanding why someone may prefer digital or paper love
letters and what that preference says about a person s access and attachment to powerful cultural values such as individualization taking time in a hectic world longevity privacy
and keeping cherished things in a safe place ultimately janning contends the cultural values that tell us how romantic love should be defined are more powerful than the format
our love letters take her work fits within larger academic questions about the sociology of emotions how culture works the importance of objects in social relations and the
significance of privilege in everyday life



Love Letters

2018-06-20

write about us you said and call it love letters to lucy is love worth fighting for and to what end love letters to lucy is a generous record of a relationship coming out self identity
long distance yearning love letters and heartache but mostly it s about love when two young women connect and fall in love each discovers as much about themselves as they do
the other when long distance personal ambition and self discovery complicate their relationship the lovers are faced with a difficult realization true love knows when to let go in
her stunning poetic debut sierra macpheat explores love worth fighting for and love worth releasing

Love Letters to Lucy

2020-11-05

looking for the book of love letters from the sex in the city movie this book contains those letters including beethoven s immortal beloved as well as many more wonderful and
romantic love notes indulge in the private longings and passions of the most powerful and famous men in history from vincent van gogh to oscar wilde spanning a period of five
centuries these love letters prove that true love really does survive the test time among the beautifully written heart felt letters are those of longing and desire driven by
devastating separation the jealousy and heartbreak of betrayal and the lifelong passion and devotion of true love

Love Letters from Great Men

2009-03
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